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Abstract-Solar proton events (SPEs) occur infrequently and unpredictably, thus representing a potential
hazard to interplanetary space missions. Biological damage from SPEs will be produced principally
through secondary electron production in tissue, including important contributions due to delta rays from
nuclear reaction products. We review methods for estimating the biological effectiveness of SPEs using
a high energy proton model and the parametric cellular track model. Results of the model are presented
for several of the historically largest flares using typical levels and body shielding.
1. INTRODUCTION
MANNED interplanetary space travel will involve
long periods away from the protective cover of the
Earth's magnetic field to regions where there exists
the possibility of serious biological injury from galac-
tic cosmic rays (GCRs) and energetic solar particle
events (SPEs). Stochastic effects, most importantly
cancer, are a concern for both GCRs and SPEs, while
acute effects may become important during an SPE
because of the possibility of large doses occurring
during a period from several hours to days. Methods
for describing GCR transport and interactions are
described in a companion paper (Townsend et at.,
1992). In this paper, we describe transport methods
and interactions of importance for SPEs and methods
for describing biological effects.
Stochastic effects are expected to occur at low dose
levels and low dose rates where only intratrack effects
are important. Acute injury will only occur at dose
levels sufficiently large for intertrack mechanisms.
Recently, we have studied cellular response to high
energy proton irradiations (Cucinotta et at., 1991a)
using the parametric cellular track model (Katz et at.,
1971). The effects of high energy protons in the
intratrack regime were shown to proceed principally
through the production of high linear energy transfer
(LET) nuclear secondaries in tissue. At high doses,
the nuclear secondary component was shown to be of
less importance, and cumulative effects from primary
protons were shown to be dominant. A second topic
of this paper is to study cellular response from
large SPEs using the cellular track model. We con-
sider cell survival and neoplastic transformation
of C3HlOTlj2 mouse cell cultures as an illustration
of acute and stochastic processes at the cellular
level.
We next give a brief overview of the occurrence
of large solar-particle events. Transport methods
and interactions of importance for SPEs as con-
tained in the BRYNTRN (baryon transport) model
(Wilson et at., 1989a) are then described. Finally,
the application of the track model to SPEs is con-
sidered for several major events, and our results are
discussed.
2. SOLAR PROTON EVENTS
Solar flares are associated with the sun and solar
activity. There are a large number of optical flares in
which radio bursts and plasma are ejected. For a very
few of these flares, high energy particles are also
ejected into interplanetary space. Particles are able to
escape the solar magnetic fields only if the field lines
are open to the interplanetary region. These events
are dominated by the ejection of protons, however,
alpha particles and heavy ions have also been
detected (Shea and Smart, 1990). The composition of
those heavier nuclei is not well known and predictions
of biological effects generally refer only to protons
(also see Curtis et at., 1966). Shea and Smart (1990)
have summarized the experimental data for all proton
events with at least 10 particles cm- 2 S-l sr- 1 above
10 MeV, for the last three solar cycles. The largest
events may have as many as 109_1010 particles above
10 MeV. For radiation assessment, the distribution in
particle energy becomes important, since the particles
must penetrate through spacecraft shielding. In this
paper, we consider three anomalously large events;
those of February 1956, August 1972 (Wilson and
Denn, 1976), and October 1989 (Sauer et at., 1990).
The cumulative spectra of particles for these events
are represented by the curves in Fig. 1. The 1956
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processes. It is convenient to define new field
quantities as
Kinetic Energy, MeV
FIG. I. Integral fiuence spectra as a function of particle
kinetic energy for three major solar particle events.
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3. PROTON AND SECONDARY PARTICLE
TRANSPORT
event contains the largest number of highly
penetrating particles.
The temporal development of a proton event will
be extremely important for initiating evasive counter-
measures and for understanding biological effects.
Solar protons will arrive at the Earth within several
minutes for relativistic particles and longer times,
perhaps hours, for particles of lower energy (Shea
and Smart, 1990). Detection at the Earth does not
preclude propagating along other field lines, and a
warning system for interplanetary travelers may not
be possible. Events will typically occur over periods
of several hours to days. We refer to the work of
Feynman et af. (1988) for methods of predicting the
onset of an event, and of Townsend et al. (1991) and
Nealy et al. (1990) for temporal analyses. Cellular
repair processes occur for time periods of less than a
few hours and are especially effective for low LET
radiations. The importance of repair processes will
have to be understood for any complete description
of SPE potential hazards.
so that
[:x - :r +O'p(r)]t/lp(x,r)
= I f'" !;'k, r')t/lix , r') dr' (7)
} r
[:x + Un (r)]t/ln (x, r)
= I f'" l.ir, r')t/lix , r') dr' (8)
} r
[:x -vji,},(X, r)
= I r'" ],j(r, r')t/lj(x, r') dr' (9)
j Jo
which can be rewritten as integral equations with the
boundary at x = O. The following results are given:
t/lp(x,r)=exp[ - rO'p(r+Z)dZ}p(O,r+x)
+rdz ex{ - f: O'p(r + w) dw ]
x If'" !;,ir + z, r')t/lj(x - z, r') dr' (10)
j r+z
3.1. Transport equations
In moving through bulk material, protons give up
energy to the medium through atomic/molecular and
nuclear interactions. The produced secondary nuclear
particles from collisions will also suffer energy losses
and become part of the transport problem. The
importance of secondary electron production as
related to biological response is considered below.
The transport of ions is described by Boltzmann-
like equations (Wilson et al., 1989a), which in the
straightahead approximation are written
[:x - a~S(E) + Up (E)}/>p (x, E)
= ~ L') /PiE, E')rf>ix, E') dE' (1)
[:x + Un (E)]rf>n (x, E)
= ~ LX) fnj(E, E')rf>j(x, E') dE' (2)
[:x - a~V/S(E)]rf>I(X, E)
= ~ t')f,iE, E')rf>ix , E') dE' (3)
where rf>ix, E) is the differential flux density of type
j particle at x with energy E; See) is the proton
stopping power; V, is the ion-range scaling parameter;
O'p(E) and O'n(E) are proton and neutron total cross-
sections, respectively; and fij(E, E') represents the
differential cross-sections for elastic and non-elastic
t/ln(x, r) = exp[ - O'n(r)xlt/ln(O, r)
+rdz exp[ - O'n(r)zl
X If'" l.j(r + r')t/lix - z, r') dr'
} r
(11)
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15 {0.45 (A, = Af ) } (17)
A = A, - Af (otherwise) .
The spectral distributions of the nuclear fragments
in the rest frame of the struck nucleus prior to
collision are given by
dUf uf
-= EI/2exp(-E/2E) (18)dE (21tE~)1/2 0
where uf is the fragmentation cross-section and the
energy parameter is
Up = uo[A, - Af)/(A, - IW /2 (14)
where Uo is the usual mean Fermi momentum of
the struck nucleus. However, the Uo of nuclear frag-
mentation is found to be about 25% smaller than
that observed in electron-scattering experiments. The
mean Fermi momentum is a slowly varying function
of nuclear mass.
A slight modification of Goldhaber's result is
found to adequately represent the experimental
results of Greiner et af. (1975) given by
up = 0.8b[415A /20(A, _1)]1/2 (15)
where parameters band 15A are given, respectively, by
elastic cross-sections, both integral and differential
in energy, must be represented for protons and
neutrons in arbitrary shielding materials, and over
several decades in energy. For computational
efficiency, the data base is provided by analytic
functions, whenever possible, that are representative
of available experimental data or Monte Carlo calcu-
lations when data are not available. Here we give a
brief description of some of the many nuclear inputs.
Inelastic processes are described by the absorption
cross-section and the production cross-sections for
individual secondaries. A detailed description of the
absorption cross-sections is given in the companion
paper by Townsend et af. (1992). The production
of light ions is based largely on Bertini's MECC-7
program [Bertini (1968) and Alsmiller et af. (1968)]
with some modifications based on the model of
Ranft (1980) to take into account low energy cascade
particles.
The heavy fragment spectrum is based on the
Goldhaber formalism (Goldhaber, 1974). Following
direct ejection of nucleons in a collision, the nucleus
is assumed to be left in a highly excited state that
decays through particle emission. The momentum
distribution of fragments is expected to be governed
by the Fermi distribution prior to the collision.
Goldhaber (1974) provides an adequate model for the
random decay of these excited states. The momentum
distribution for fragment production is Gaussian in
momentum space with a momentum width parameter
given by
(19)
(16)b = min (1I2A :12 , 260)
and
3.2. Stopping powers
In passing through a material, an ion loses
a substantial fraction of its energy to electronic
excitation of the material. For energies greater than
a few MeV per nucleon, Bethe's theory using the
Born approximation is adequate provided appropri-
ate corrections to Bragg's rule, shell corrections,
and effective charge are included (Wilson, 1983).
Proton stopping powers are taken from the par-
ametric expressions of Anderson and Ziegler (1976).
A modification to their shell corrections, however,
has been added to ensure a smooth transition to
Bethe's asymptotic formula.
For alphas, the electronic stopping power is not
derivable from proton stopping power at low energies
because of the neglect of higher-order Born terms.
Instead, the parametric fits to experimental data,
given by Ziegler (1977b) are used. Electronic stopping
powers Sj for ions of charge greater than two are
scaled to the alpha stopping powers.
At sufficiently low energies, the energy lost by the
ion because of nuclear collisions becomes important.
The nuclear stopping theory used herein is a modified
form (Ziegler, 1977a) of the theory of Linhard et af.
(1963). The total stopping power is obtained by
summing electronic and nuclear components.
3.3. Nuclear interaction data base
The transport description requires an extensive
nuclear cross-section data base. All elastic and non-
t/J,(x, r) = rx dz I rooJ,ir + v,s, r')Jo j Jo
x t/Jix - z, r') dr'. (12)
Equations (10)-(12) are solved using numerical pro-
cedures to propagate the solution from the boundary
at x = 0 as described by Wilson et af. (l989a).
For nuclear secondaries with mass numbers A ~ 2,
the probability for nuclear collisions are small, since
these ions will be of low energy, typically only a few
MeV. The differential flux for these ions can then be
solved in closed form for the target fragments with
A ~ 2 as in Wilson (1977)
(MX, E) = Sj~E) too /pj(E, E')</Jp(x, E) dE'
+ _1_ roo f"j(E, E')</Jn(x, E) dE' (13)
Sj(E) JE
where the first and second terms in (13) correspond
to ions produced by protons and neutrons, respect-
ively. The largest uncertainties expected in the
transport algorithms contained in BRYNTRN are
expected to be the treatment of neutrons, especially
at low energies. Improvements in this area are
expected in the near future.
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where D is the absorbed dose. The single particle
inactivation cross-section a is taken in the grain·
count regime as
at lower values we are in the grain-count regime and
at higher values the track-width regime.
To accommodate for the capacity of cells to
accumulate sub-lethal damage, two modes of inacti-
vation are identified: ion-kill (intratrack) and gamma-
kill (intertrack). When the passage of a single ion
damages cells, the ion-kill mode occurs. In the grain-
count regime, the fraction of cells damaged in the
ion-kill mode is taken as P = a lao, where a is
the single particle inactivation cross-section and P is
the probability of inactivation in the ion-kill mode.
Delta rays from the passing ion can sublethally
damage cells not inactivated in the ion-kill mode.
Cumulatively adding sublethal damage due to delta
rays from other passing ions can inactivate these cells
in the gamma-kill mode. The surviving fraction of a
cellular population No, whose response parameters
are m, Do, ao, and I<: after irradiation by a fluence of
particles F, is written (Katz et al., 1971)
(24)
(23)
(22)
(21)
(20)N-= n· x nNo I y
Dy = (1- P)D
and the gamma-kill survivability is
where the ion-kill survivability is
The gamma-kill dose fraction is
4. CELLULAR TRACK MODEL
The cellular track model of Katz has been
described extensively (Katz et al., 1971, 1972). Here
we outline its basic concepts and discuss the inclusion
of target fragmentation contribution for proton
irradiations. Biological damage by ions is assumed
to be principally caused by delta ray production
along the ions' path. Cell inactivation is separated
into a grain-count regime, where inactivation occurs
randomly along the path of the particle and into the
track-width regime, where many inactivations occur
and are said to be distributed like a "hairy rope".
Four cellular parameters describe the response of
the cells, two of which (m, the number of targets
per cell; and Do, the characteristic X-ray dose) are
extracted from the response of the cellular system to
X- and y-ray irradiation. The other two (ao inter-
preted as the cross-sectional area of the cell nucleus
within which the inactivation sites are located; and
1<:, a measure of the size of the inactivation site) are
found from survival measurements with track seg-
ment irradiations by charged particles. The transition
from the grain-count regime to the track-width
regime takes place at about Z*2/1<:/]2 of about 4;
The fragmentation cross-sections are based on a
modified form of Rudstam's results, which are based
on studies of the systematics of spallation products
(Rudstam, 1966) and which assume that isotopes are
distributed in a bell-shaped distribution near the
nuclear stability line. Corrections are described by
Wilson et al. (l989a,b). The importance of nuclear
reactions results from their production of high LET
components within biological systems. The LET
spectra of I GeV proton-induced nuclear events are
shown in Fig. 2.
where the effective charge number is given by
Z* = Z(1 _ e-125P/z2/3). (25)
(27)
(26)
RBE= DxlD
where
a = ao{1 + (C, + C2m + C3m 2>(:;:)"4}
where C, = 0.0393517, C2 = - 0.130822, and C3 =
0.00137756, which allows for a > ao but does not
represent the "hook" structure observed for very high
LET ions.
The RBE at a given survival level is given by
is the X-ray dose at which this survival level is
obtained. Of particular interest is the low fluence
limit of equation (28). When gamma-kill does not
In the track-width regime, we use the approximation
from Roth and Chang (1977)10-4 \
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FIG. 2. Integral LET spectra for nuclear fragments produced
by 1GeV protons in water. Solid line, all fragments;
dotted line, secondary protons; dashed line, secondary alpha
particles.
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FIG. 3. Proton action cross-section for survival of
C3HIOTl /2 cells. Solid line, total; dotted line, direct
ionization; dashed line, target fragments.
contribute, D ~ Do, and only single track effects
occur, so that equation (27) is approximately
for a distribution of protons and their secondaries is
written
aF = fooo ap(Ep)<!>p(x, Ep) dEp
+ t foOO faj(E)<!>j(X, E; Ep) dE dEp (30)
where the second term in equation (30) is from the
target fragments. The relative contribution of target
fragments is shown in Figs 3 and 4 in comparison
with the direct ionization term of equation (30).
Secondary neutrons will also contribute to biological
effects through reaction products and these contri-
butions are estimated by the second term in equa-
tion (30) at higher energies (> 10 MeV). Low energy
neutrons are expected to be important, especially for
thick spacecraft shielding, but are not considered
here. The gamma-kill function now becomes
Dy= fooo dEp<!> (x, Ep)(l - Pp(Ep»
+ ~Joo foo dE dEp
j Jo Ep
(29)RBE = D(_a_)I/mD(I/m -I)
o LET
(Katz and Cucinotta, 1991).
We next extend the track model to include the
effects of target fragmentation in tissue.
High energy protons passing through tissue will
occasionally suffer nuclear reactions that produce
low energy, high LET ions from the tissue itself (see
Fig. 2). The target fragments, in turn, will be a source
of delta ray production leading to additional inacti-
vations along the tissue matrix. The ion-kill function
x <!>j(x, E, Ep)(l - Pj(~»' (31)
The second term in (31) is found to be small
(Cucinotta et al., 1991a,b) indicating that secondary
ions do not contribute through intertrack action.
Predictions will be made for cell death (loss of
reproductive capability) and neoplastic transform-
ations of C3H10Tlj2 cells. The response parameters
of Table 1 were found from the delayed plating
experiments of Yang et al. (1985) and Waligorski
et al. (1987).
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1. Cellular response parameters for C3HI0Tl/2 cells
Cell-damage type m Do, cOy (To, cm2 Ie
Death 3 280 5.0 x 10-7 750
Transformation 2 26,000 1.15 x 10- 10 750
In Fig. 2, we show calculations of the secondary
integral LET fluence spectra for 1 GeV protons in
water. The solid line is the total, and the dotted line
and dashed line show individual contributions for
protons and alphas, respectively. Ions are produced
over a large range of LET values, but only a small
number of particles are produced per proton. That
secondary ions dominate the biological effect can be
seen in Figs 3 and 4 where calculations of the effective
cross-sections for survival and transformation of
C3H1OTlj2 cells are shown vs the proton energy
(Cucinotta et al., 1991b).
In Table 2, we show results of the track model for
3 g cm-2 of aluminum plus 5 gem-2 of water shield-
ing for three major flares. The harder 1956 event
10-12
1
,;
10-14
10.11
Direct Ionization
Targellragmenls
Total
\\..
10·1:0'l"o~-L.W~,ol,.-, ~~..u.uJ'0~2~~~'0'3~~.uuI,o'
Prolon energy, MeV
( FIG. 4. Proton action cross-section for transformation of
C3H1OTl /2 cells. Solid line, total; dotted line, direct
ionization; dashed line, target fragments.
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Table 2. C3HIOTI/2 cell response for major solar proton event
Event
Fraction cells killed Fraction cells transformed
Primary Secondary Total Primary Secondary Total
Feb. 56
Aug. 72
Oct. 89
0.012 0.013 0.Q25 9.7 x 10-6 5.5 X 10-6 LSI x 10-5
0.095 0.Q28 0.114 7.9 x 10-5 1.2 x 10-5 9.2 x 10-5
0.051 0.018 0.069 0.8 x 10-5 0.8 x 10-5 5.0 x 10-5
shows the largest contribution from secondary par-
ticles where they make up more than half of the
contribution to cell death (loss of cell reproductive
capability). The August of 1972 event is dominated
by primary particles and would be considered life-
threatening if the response of cell cultures were close
to those in tissue. In Figs 5 and 6, we show an integral
LET spectra for cell death and transformation by the
1956 flare.
Finally, we would like to discuss predictions of
RBEs for the major proton events. The RBE is
expected to be an increasing function for decreasing
dose (Katz and Cucinotta, 1991; Cucinotta et al.,
1991a). For Chinese hamster cells, we have found
that secondaries give a modest increase above a
value of unity to the RBE above doses of several
Gy. At lower doses, the RBE increases aMound in
calculations (Cucinotta et al., 1991a) and in exper-
iments with 160 MeV protons (Hall et al., 1979).
Predictions for RBEs for the 1972 event are shown in
Table 3a, b where we also list our calculated values of
the average ICRP-26 (1977) quality factor. Increases
in shielding correspond to decreases in dose and a
rising RBE. The RBE for the more important trans-
formation endpoint is seen to be the largest in our
comparisons and substantially higher than QFs for
thick shields.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A brief description of the Langley Research Center
transport code (BRYNTRN) has been presented.
Methods for describing nuclear reactions in the trans-
port algorithms and the interaction parameters were
10001
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FIG. 5. Integral LET spectra for cell death ofC3HIOTI/2 cells from 1956 SPE behind 3 ~em-2 of AI ~Ius
5 gem-2 of water shielding. Solid line, total; dashed line, primary protons; dash--<iot line, secondanes.
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